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INTRODUCTION
Because of the key role they play in earth's ecosystems, plants should have the highest priority in conservation efforts. In terms of numbers, plant species dominate lists of rare and endangered species. For example, 214 plant taxa comprise over 75% of all taxa listed by the California Department of Fish and Game as rare, threatened, or endangered. Because of the large number of endangered plant species worldwide (estimated at approximately 60,000; 88), the primary method for their conservation must be in situ protection and management. Success of these efforts will depend on identifying and thwarting general risks to the protected populations.
For over a decade, much attention has focused on the potential genetic risks associated with small population size, particularly from inbreeding and genetic drift (e.g. 1, 32, 95) , but also from gene flow (25, 106) . Nevertheless, the practical role of population genetics in plant conservation remains unclear. The theoretical risks are often straightforward extensions of population genetics theory; but relevant data have been slow to appear and are sometimes conflicting. Furthermore, the relative importance of genetics in conservation efforts has been called into question by some scientists who suggest that ecological factors may be more important (e.g. 61) .
Our review addresses the following question: "Under what circumstances does population genetics play an important role in plant conservation biology?" We operate under the assumption that fragmentation, habitat destruction, and environmental stresses such as pollution limit or reduce the size of plant populations. Therefore, we examine the theoretical consequences of isolation and gene flow that put small populations at risk, compare the predictions with the available data from small plant populations and from endangered plant species, and discuss the present limitations of both theory and data. In each section, those general conditions in which plant species will be at genetic risk as well as the potential management strategies for protection are described. Our review focuses specifically on endangered plant species in situ. Space prevents us from reviewing other topics that fall within the general scope of "plant conservation genetics," such as germplasm collection and management and the transfer of engineered genes from crops into natural populations.
With the large number of species at risk and the limited amount of time and resources available, biologically based, easily applied general rules must be developed and employed. Therefore, the time has come for evaluating the general principles upon which management strategies will be based. Below, we identify when and whether population genetics plays an important role in the security of endangered plant species. At times, population genetics will be an important consideration; often, it will not be. Therefore, this review shoukd sune as a framework for action for both plant conservation managers and biologists.
GENETIC DRIFT AND INBREEDING IN SMALL, ENDANGERED PLANT POPULATIONS
Two genetic consequences of small population size are increased genetic drift and inbreeding. Genetic drift is the random change in allele frequency that occurs because gametes transmitted from one generation to the next carry only a sample of the alleles present in the parental generation. In large populations, chance changes in allele frequency due to drift are generally small. In contrast, in small populations (e.g. < 100 individuals), allele frequencies may undergo large and unpredictable fluctuations due to drift (9, 31) .
Inbreeding is the mating of related individuals (31, 35) . In plants inbreeding commonly occurs in two ways: (i) through selfing and (ii) through biparental inbreeding. Selfing, the most extreme form of inbreeding, may be prevented in plants by self-incompatibility or by dioecy (9) . Biparental inbreeding will most likely occur when populations are small or when they exhibit spatial genetic structure. Structure will often develop when gene dispersal via pollen and seed are spatially restricted (e.g. 108) .
Genetic drift and inbreeding may influence small plant populations by changing patterns of genetic diversity and fitness. These effects and their implications for conservation are discussed in detail below.
Effects on Genetic Diversity
Genetic drift changes the distribution of genetic variation in two ways: (i) the decrease of variation within populations (loss of heterozygosity and eventual fixation of alleles), and (ii) the increase of differentiation among populations. Every finite population experiences genetic drift, but the effects become more pronounced as population size decreases (31, 38) . Wright (120) predicted that drift will substantially alter the organization of genetic variation of populations when 114Ne is much greater than the mutation rate (,u) and the selection coefficient (s) where Ne is the effective population size.
Effective population size is the number of individuals in an ideal population that would have the same genetic response to random processes as a real population of size N (23, 120) . This concept is important because most population genetic theory deals with ideal populations. To best apply the predictions of population genetics, estimates of effective population sizes in nature are necessary. The effective population size is often depressed below the census size by factors such as deviations from one-to-one sex ratios, overlapping generations, variation in progeny production, and fluctuations in population size (37, 63, 100) . While effective population sizes in nature are often difficult to measure, the ratio Ne/N is often expected to fall between 0.25 and 1.0 (Nunney & Campbell, in preparation).
Populations with continually small effective population sizes will be especially susceptible to the loss and reorganization of variation by genetic drift. However, any population that undergoes occasional fluctuations to small population size may also suffer from loss of variation by chance. Such fluctuations include population bottlenecks or founder/colonization events. Although allelic variation is likely to decrease with marked drops in population size, heterozygosity often remains relatively unchanged as long as population size rebounds rapidly (9, 35, 38) . The population genetic consequences of bottlenecks and founder events are reviewed by Barrett & Kohn (9) .
Inbreeding increases homozygosity within populations. Smaller populations generally should lose heterozygosity faster than larger populations because the rate of loss is approximately equal to 112Ne each generation. In populations with continuous inbreeding, the frequency of heterozygotes should approach zero (38, 120) .
Patterns of variation observed in endangered plants are expected to reflect theoretical predictions if drift and inbreeding are important influences on their genetic structure. Several approaches have been taken to evaluate genetic diversity in rare or endemic plants. Hamrick & Godt (46) asked whether allozyme variation in 449 plant species varied with geographical range (endemic, narrow, regional, or widespread). They found, both at the species level and within populations, that endemics contain significantly less genetic diversity than widespread species as measured by the proportion of loci heterozygous per individual, proportion of polymorphic loci, and alleles per polymorphic locus. They suggested that widespread species may have a history of large, continuous populations, whereas endemics might consist of smaller and more ecologically limited populations historically susceptible to loss of variation by drift or bottlenecks. Interestingly, endemic species had the same levels of genetic differentiation among populations as do widespread species. Karron (54, 57) compared genetic variation in 11 sets of geographically restricted species and widespread congeners. He found that restricted species generally, but not always, contain less genetic variation than their widespread congeners as measured by percentage of polymorphic loci and number of alleles per polymorphic locus.
The above studies did not directly evaluate any association between population size and genetic variation because both endemic and restricted species (sensu 54) may occur in small populations or may be locally abundant. Yet, population size per se may explain differences in levels of genetic variation between widespread and rare congeners. Crawford et al (22) , comparing four species of Robinsonia, found that the total genetic diversity was highest in the two most common species that had the largest population sizes. The rare R. thurifera, characterized by populations of fewer than 10 individuals, contained only 20% of the diversity detected in the other two species. Sytsma & Schaal (105) found that one widespread and one endemic species in the Lisianthius skinneri complex were genetically depauperate compared to three other endemics characterized by larger population sizes and more outcrossed breeding systems.
The above studies compared rare species with widespread species. However, if genetic drift has been important in determining genetic structure, then smaller populations within a species should contain less variation than larger populations, and they should also show higher levels of interpopulation differentiation. We have compiled data for 10 species that compared levels and distribution of genetic variation among populations of different sizes within rare or endemic plant species
In these species, associations between population size and genetic variation are consistent with the hypothesis that the effects of genetic drift vary with population size. In Table 1 , the measures of genetic variation most often positively associated with population size were percentage polymorphism (P) and number of alleles per locus (A). In a few cases, gene diversity (He) was associated with population size. When population size and variation covaried, among-population variation tended to be relatively high, in accord with the second prediction of the drift hypothesis. In the three studies where genetic variation and population size were not related, historical factors may be more important than current population size in determining patterns of diversity (19, 79) ; that is, populations in these studies may not be in evolutionary equilibrium.
The studies in Table 1 involved levels of electrophoretically detectable variation. However, quantitative variation may respond differently to small population size than do other types of variation (63) . We are aware of only three relevant studies. Ouborg et al (82) investigated the correlation between population size and phenotypic variation in two rare species, Salvia pratensis and Scabiosa columbaria. They found that small populations (N ? 90) contained less phenotypic variation than large populations (N -200). While they could not separate genetic and nongenetic sources of variation, their analysis suggested that at least part of the observed phenotypic variation is genetically based. These data suggest that morphological characters respond to population size variation in a similar manner to allozyme loci (111) , supporting the hypothesis that genetic drift has been important in determining levels of variation in these populations.
In contrast, R. Podolsky (personal communication) found population size (range 30 -> 1000) was not correlated with broad-sense genetic variance (Vg) for six continuous traits in Clarkia dudleyena. In fact, larger populations tended to have less variation than small populations. Similarly, Widen & Andersson (119) found that a small population (average N = 130) of Senecio integrifolius contained significant additive genetic variation for more characters than a large (average N = 1260) population. Differences in spatial structure may have influenced the retention of genetic variation in this case. The small population consisted of a series of small, isolated patches while the large population had a more continuous distribution.
Retention of genetic variation can also be affected by seed, bulb, and tuber banks that buffer populations against dramatic changes in genetic composition (7, 33) . Long-term genetic stability in Stephanomeria exigua ssp. coronaria (39) and Linanthus parryae (29) has been attributed to genetic variation in the seed bank. Genetic differences between young and old seed bank subpopulations have been documented in Carex bigelowii (113) and Luzula parviflora (12) . Similarly, rootstocks of Delphinium gypsophilum and its hybrids may maintain genetic diversity in the population (69) . To our knowledge, studies of maintenance of genetic variation by seed banks in rare species are lacking, although some rare or endemic species have the potential to form long-lived seed banks (e.g. 10, 15, 44) . Thus, the impact of seed banks on conservation genetics remains unknown. IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION Because the effects of genetic drift and inbreeding may be especially pronounced in populations of limited size, we investigated whether restricted population size is characteristic of rare and endangered plants in California. We obtained permission to use the California Department of Fish and Game's RAREFIND (17) computer database, a compilation of information on the distribution and ecology of sensitive plant taxa in California. Specific occurrences are listed for 743 taxa. For the purposes of our survey, we assumed that each occurrence constitutes a single population. For each occurrence report, we recorded the most recent specific information regarding the number of individuals present on the site. Census data were available for 1 to 35 occurrences of 559 taxa for a total of 2993 data points. We found it necessary to make certain assumptions when population sizes reported were vague. For example, estimates given as "approximately 100 were assumed to contain close to 100 individuals. The data are shown in Figure 1 . Eighteen percent of the occurrences contained ten or fewer individuals, and 53% contained 100 or fewer individuals. These data suggest that sensitive plant taxa may regularly occur in small populations. These data are apt to be biased toward small population sizes if biologists are more likely to report census numbers for small populations because they are easier to count than large populations. For example, vernal pool annuals, which are liable to occur in very large numbers, are rarely censused. Some occurrences were reported to contain "many" or "thousands" of individuals. This sort of information could not be used in our survey. Nevertheless, even if actual frequencies of small populations are half what we have estimated using RAREFIND, small populations of sensitive taxa (e.g. those with 100 or fewer individuals) are common enough that they, and genetic factors such as drift and inbreeding that influence them, would warrant specific study and attention by managers.
A drift-induced genetic change of concern is the erosion of genetic variation. Loss of genetic variation may decrease the potential for a species to persist in the face of abiotic and biotic environmental change (95, 100) as well as alter the ability of a population to cope with short-term challenges such as pathogens and herbivores (52) .
Estimating levels of genetic variation in populations of concern should prove helpful for managers. The frequency of monitoring efforts will often be determined by practical considerations, such as staffing, funding, and the number of species of concern, but monitoring should be attempted approximately once per generation, if possible. With such monitoring, erosion of genetic variation could be rapidly recognized and steps taken to ameliorate losses. For example, introduction of migrants may slow or halt loss of genetic variation by drift (however, see below). Monitoring genetic variation could also provide information regarding the distribution of variation among populations. When a high proportion of genetic variation is distributed among, rather than within, populations, it is advisable to preserve more populations to ensure retention of allelic and genotypic diversity (e.g. 47) .
When monitoring of genetic variation is feasible, it will likely involve the use of allozymes or PCR-based molecular markers. While such discrete markers have a number of advantages such as relatively low cost and nondestructive sampling, it is not clear how well their diversity is correlated with other types of diversity (e.g. 47). For example, consistent positive associations between morphometric and allozyme variation have not been found (45 and references therein). Such discrepancies may be important if different types of variation respond differently to small population size (63) .
Because genetic data pertaining to the level and distribution of genetic variation will not always be available to managers, generalizations about the nature of genetic variation in small populations would be useful in making management decisions. Though census population size is not necessarily a good predictor of current levels of genetic variation within populations, it should be a good indicator of what is liable to happen to genetic variation over time (i.e. how variation is expected to change as the population approaches evolutionary equilibrium) (112) . The relationship between effective population size and current variation may be stronger than the relationship between census size and variation. If that is the case, then simple methods of accurately estimating effective population sizes should help managers to predict equilibrium levels of genetic variation. However, even without these data, erosion of genetic variation by drift should be minimal when populations are large. Therefore, other management considerations may take priority for large populations.
The history of a species may also provide some insight into contemporary patterns of genetic variation. When known, historical changes in population size and distribution should be considered by managers (47) . Populations may be genetically depauperate if recent or recurrent fluctuations in population size (bottlenecks) have occurred. Changes in distribution and abundance are warning signs that genetic composition has changed or is liable to change.
Data concerning the presence and genetic structure of seed, bulb, and tuber banks, though rarely available, are also valuable in assessing vulnerability of populations to genetic erosion. These reserves of genetic variation may buffer populations against the loss of variation and help preserve the potential for adaptive changes (e.g. 44).
Effects On Fitness
Genetic drift and inbreeding influence fitness through inbreeding depression, the loss of fitness with increasing homozygosity. The precise mechanism by which increased homozygosity is related to decreases in viability and fecundity is controversial (18, 60) .
The level of inbreeding depression may vary with the mating system. In typically inbreeding populations, the frequency of deleterious recessive alleles may decline as they become homozygous and are purged by selection (8) . Thus, populations with a long history of inbreeding should be less vulnerable to inbreeding depression than typically outbreeding populations (18) . However, in plants, the relationship between selfing rate and inbreeding depression is not precise, and some typically selfing species suffer from strong inbreeding depression (9) . Theoretical work also suggests that the relationship between inbreeding depression and mating system may not be as straightforward as expected (50) .
The extent of inbreeding depression may also be a function of population size. Inbred individuals in large populations with little spatial genetic structure or in populations that have recently become small are liable to exhibit inbreeding depression as homozygosity increases. Chronically small populations may exhibit lower levels of inbreeding depression if deleterious recessive alleles have been purged by selection over time. On the other hand, small populations may suffer greater inbreeding depression than do larger ones because of the reduced effectiveness of selection relative to genetic drift (49); in small populations, deleterious recessives, rather than being eliminated by selection, could become fixed by chance.
Inbreeding depression has seldom been examined in sensitive plant species. Karron (56) compared geographically restricted and widespread Astragalus species and found no evidence of inbreeding depression in percent seed set and percent embryo abortion. He did, however, detect high levels of inbreeding depression for seedling biomass in progeny of the restricted species, Astragalus linifolius. This result is unexpected since frequent selfing in that species is expected to have purged the genome of deleterious recessive alleles (57) .
We are aware of two studies relevant to the association between inbreeding depression and population size in sensitive plant species. Menges (74) found that germination percentage increased with population size in Silene regia. Large populations (N > 150) exhibited higher and less variable germination percentages than small populations, independent of region or isolation. Small populations may produce seeds of lower fitness because of inbreeding depression in recently reduced populations or inbreeding depression from increased selfing due to higher frequencies of intraplant pollinations. In contrast, the intensity of inbreeding depression measured in Scabiosa columbaria did not vary with population size (110).
Another area of relevant research involves the association between heterozygosity per se and fitness. Because some rare species are largely or fully monomorphic for the marker loci examined (e.g. 20, 66, 99, 115) , it is of interest to ascertain whether heterozygosity per se is related to fecundity and viability. To our knowledge, the only relevant data for plants are for common species. Increased heterozygosity was associated with increasing age, earlier sexual maturity, and increased vegetative and reproductive output in Liatris cylindracea (94) . In addition, heterozygosity and growth rate are positively correlated in some temperate tree species (64 and references therein; 77). Circumstantial evidence also comes from the observation that some predominantly inbreeding plants maintain higher levels of heterozygosity than expected (35 and references therein). Further, some studies have suggested that highly heterozygous organisms are better able to contend with fluctuating environments (52 and references therein).
On the other hand, Pinus resinosa, a widespread species, has very low levels of allozyme heterozygosity and is remarkably uniform morphologically (34) . Two species of Typha also lack allozyme variation but exhibit consid-erable ecological amplitude (71) . These results suggest that heterozygosity is not requisite for ecological success (64) . IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION It appears difficult to predict when inbreeding depression will be an important factor decreasing the fecundity and viability of sensitive species. Selfing rates are not necessarily predictive of the expected level of inbreeding depression because even species with a long history of inbreeding may suffer from inbreeding depression (9) .
Currently, it appears that population size is also not necessarily a useful predictor of inbreeding depression, although more data are needed to clarify this relationship. In addition, the extent of inbreeding depression changes with the environment studied and may be more severe in competitive or otherwise challenging environments (e.g. 49, 110) . If heterozygosity per se provides a significant fitness advantage, then population fitness might be estimated using levels of heterozygosity for discrete biochemical markers. Unfortunately, this approach may be risky because heterozygosity and inbreeding depression are not necessarily associated in a predictable way (49) .
Because it is difficult to predict levels of inbreeding depression based on mating system, population size, and heterozygosity, monitoring fitness components in sensitive species may be the most reliable approach managers can take currently. Significant decreases in fruit or seed set, for example, suggest that intervention may be appropriate, although it will probably be unclear whether the reductions are caused by genetic factors. Ecological factors such as changes in pollinator fauna or behavior may be equally important in determining fitness in the short term (61, 101) .
Changes in pollinator behavior in small or rare plant populations may decrease fitness if the frequency of intraplant (self) pollination increases, which may increase inbreeding depression (e.g. 74, but see 109), or if the overall visitation rate decreases. Significantly lower levels of pollinator visitation were observed in restricted Astragalus linifolius compared with widespread A. lonchocarpus (55) . Lower visitation rates were associated with lower seed sets in Dianthus deltoides in fragmented sites compared to intact sites (53) . These data suggest that an awareness of changes in the composition and/or behavior of the pollinator fauna may help managers detect fitness decreases in sensitive plant species.
Additionally, self-incompatible plants in small populations may suffer from problems finding a mate. In a simulation study, Byers & Meagher (16) found that small populations (N < 50) did not maintain a large diversity of self-incompatibility alleles. Therefore, the frequency of available mates decreased, and the variance of number of available mates increased. Thus, lower seed set per individual and increased variation in seed set among individuals were predicted in small populations. In this case, introduction of individuals with different compatibility types might offset the observed changes. Although the compatibility genotype of individuals will almost never be known, knowing that a sensitive species is self-incompatible, dioecious, or otherwise obligately outcrossing may help managers recognize this cause of fitness decrease in diminishing populations (q.v. 65).
Managers may also wish to be especially conscious of species that have experienced recent reductions in population size relative to spcie,s thxt ha a niistory of persistent small population size. The latter are apparently not immediately threatened by the lower average viability that may be associated with small population size (51 and references therein). Some chronically sparse prairie grasses presumably have a reproductive behavior that increases their likelihood of persistence despite low population size (86) . Species in which recent changes in distribution, abundance, or fitness (e.g. fruit or seed set) are observed may be more immediately threatened than these historically rare species.
GENE FLOW IN SMALL, ENDANGERED PLANT POPULATIONS
Gene flow in plants is the successful movement of genes among populations by mating or by migration of seeds or vegetative propagules (26, 96) . Many plant populations are geographically discrete. But geographic isolation may not ensure reproductve isolation, either within or among species (26) . Therefore, gene flow may be relevant to the conservation genetics of a sensitive taxon in two situations: (i) when more than one population of the taxon is extant, and (ii) when opportunities exist for hybridization with related taxa.
Gene flow in plants is idiosyncratic, varying greatly among species, populations, and seasons. However, gene flow levels at isolation distances of hundreds to thousands of meters are frequently high enough to counteract genetic drift and moderate levels of directional selection (26) . Even in predominantly self-fertilizing species, gene flow by pollen may occur at significant rates and substantial distances (114) . Thus, gene flow cannot be ignored as a factor in plant conservation genetics. What levels of gene flow are expected for small plant populations?
Gene flow rate, the fraction of immigrants per generation, m, is expected to increase as recipient population size decreases, other things being equal. Two reasons are offered for this expectation: (i) As population size decreases, the relative fraction of a fixed number of immigrant pollen grains, seeds, and spores increases (48) . (ii) For zoophilous species, optimally foraging pollinators spend more time within large populations than small populations, effecting proportionately more interpopulation matings in the latter (85) .
Experiments with crops using a large source population and smaller sink populations have generally corroborated this expected relationship between population size and rate of gene flow by pollen (e.g. 11, 14, 21) . In a few cases, data conflict with expectations. For example, Klinger et al (58) found a strong distance dependent trend. At short distance (1 m), theoretical expectations held; larger populations received less gene flow from a source population than did smaller populations. But at the greatest distance (400 m), the trend was reversed. No experiment has yet simulated the range of distances and population sizes found in natural populations. However, most experiments have shown that pollen gene flow rates generally increase with decreasing population size. We are not aware of data for the relationships of seed dispersal and source or target population size.
The size of the source population relative to sink population may be important in determining gene flow rate into the sink. Larger populations should export more pollen and seeds than small populations, creating a strong gene flow asymmetry from large into small populations. In an experimental study, Ellstrand et al (27) found essentially no gene exchange among three small populations (15 individuals each) of wild radish a few hundred meters apart, but substantial gene flow into them from very large populations (thousands of individuals) thousands of meters away. Again, we are not aware of any relevant data regarding seed dispersal patterns. In conclusion, small populations are expected to receive gene flow at a higher rate than large populations and are more likely to receive gene flow from large populations than from other small ones, even if the latter are in closer proximity.
Intraspecific Gene Flow
The role of intraspecific gene flow in plant conservation biology may be important if more than one conspecific population exists and if those conspecific populations are close enough for gene flow to occur (25) . Despite the importance of gene flow and its prevalence in natural plant populations, studies of the genetics of sensitive plant species rarely address gene flow in the species of concern. Most tacitly assume that intraspecific gene flow rates are nil and that the populations under study are fully isolated.
Is this view well founded? We estimated the average levels of gene flow for 32 endangered or otherwise sensitive plant taxa (information available from authors), using the following formula for Nm (24) , the average number of successful immigrants per generation:
Nm lGst-I Nm = G~ where Gst is equivalent to a weighted average of Wright's (120) Fst over all alleles over all polymorphic loci (80) and n is the number of populations sampled. This method is considered the most robust of those that use population genetic structure data to estimate gene flow (97) . Although this estimate depends on the sampling scheme (see 26 for discussion), it is useful for judging the order of magnitude of gene flow. The Nm estimate from this method represents recent, rather than current, gene flow (97) . For a sample of small populations (N = ca. 10), it reaches near-equilibrium in about 10 generations after a change in gene flow pattern (112) . Therefore, it tends to overestimate gene flow for species with recently isolated populations.
Our analysis has certain limitations. It cannot be applied to species monomorphic at all loci studied (e.g. 66, 99) . Furthermore, some of our estimates came from data on only one or two polymorphic loci. Thus, the values are crude. However, we found a wide range of gene flow for sensitive plant taxa with Nm estimates ranging from 0 to greater than 15; the distribution of values is typical for plants as a whole (40) . The gene flow estimates are not associated with taxonomy, habit, breeding system, and pollination system. Estimates for ten Eucalyptus species ranged from 0.01 to 4.27. Furthermore, the three lowest gene flow estimates come from a highly selfing annual, an annual with an insect-pollinated mixed mating system, and an outcrossing, wind-pollinated tree.
EFFECTS ON GENETIC DIVERSITY AND FITNESS The best known evolutionary consequence of gene flow is that it works to homogenize population structure, acting against the effects of drift and diversifying selection (e.g. 62, 120) . In the case of drift, the rule of thumb is that one immigrant every second generation or one interpopulation mating per generation (Nm = 0.5) will be sufficient to prevent strong differentiation (96) . This result is independent of population size, but the time to evolutionary equilibrium depends on a variety of factors, including population size (112) . Conservation geneticists often conclude that one migrant per generation will homogenize populations against the effects of drift (e.g. 1). Over half of the gene flow estimates we calculated for sensitive plant taxa are large enough to homogenize allele frequencies (Nm > 0.5; see above), suggesting gene flow has played an important role in organizing genetic diversity in these species.
The homogenization of genetic variation by gene flow is not necessarily the same as enhancement of local variation. Ultimate changes in local diversity will depend on the nature of genetic variation in the gene flow source populations relative to the sink populations. For example, the arrival of substantial gene flow from a genetically depauperate source will actually reduce the amount of variation in a relatively variable target population. As noted above, small populations are expected to have an asymmetric gene flow relationship with large populations. Such one-way gene flow will tend to make the small populations evolutionary "satellites" of nearby large populations.
Conservation geneticists have operated under the assumption that since migration increases effective population size, the same level of migration that maintains variation should prevent an increase in inbreeding depression in small populations (1) . While this conclusion may be reasonable, to our knowledge the relationship between gene flow and inbreeding depression has never been addressed in theoretical detail (M. Slatkin, personal communication). The absence of research in this area may be due to the uncertainty of the genetic mechanisms underlying inbreeding depression (18) . We predict that the impact of gene flow on inbreeding depression may also be a function of selective pressures on the populations involved.
If selection favors different alleles in different locations (disruptive selection), then gene flow of inappropriate alleles can prevent local adaptation and reduce local fitness (3, 118) . In this case, the importance of gene flow increases as population size decreases. Generally, local adaptation cannot occur when m > s where m is the fraction of immigrants per generation and s is the local selective coefficient against immigrant alleles (96) . That is, moderate rates of gene flow (approximately 1-5% per generation) are sufficient to introduce genetic variation to counterbalance selection for local adaptation of the same magnitude (i.e. 1-5%). Available data support this expectation. Reciprocal transplant studies often show local adaptive differentiation in plant populations (reviewed by 68, 116, 117), but generally not at the microgeographic level at which substantial gene flow occurs (e.g. 5, 117) unless selection is very strong (e.g. 4; s > 0.99).
Most gene flow estimates we calculated for 32 sensitive plant taxa (see above) are probably too small to prevent adaptive differentiation under spatial disruptive selection. However, our largest estimates (two cases, Nm > 10) represent values that are large enough to oppose a disruptive selective coefficient of 0.2 in populations of 50 individuals.
Adaptive differentiation may lead to outbreeding depression, "a fitness reduction following hybridization" between populations (106) . Outbreeding depression may be common in plants. Waser (116) reviewed 25 studies on the fitness effects of outcrossing distance in angiosperms and found evidence for outbreeding depression in nearly three quarters of the studies; the remainder showed fitness increases with increasing interparent distance. The fitness decline due to outbreeding depression can be substantial. In Ipomopsis aggregata, offspring from 100 meter matings were 32% less fit than progeny from 10 meter matings (118) . Furthermore, in Scleranthus annuus, progeny from 75 to 100 meter matings suffered a 19 to 36% decrease in male fertility relative to those from 6 meter matings (104) .
The frequency of outbreeding depression will be a function of population size if smaller populations receive gene flow at a higher rate than large populations. Problems may be exacerbated in small populations if gene flow asymmetry leads to high rates of gene flow by pollen from large populations adapted to different conditions (3) . Interestingly, either drift or gene flow can prevent local adaptation in small populations. IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION Gene flow is usually considered beneficial in conservation biology, preventing inbreeding depression and depletion of genetic variation in small populations (e.g. 1, 52) . But gene flow can also be detrimental for small populations because, under certain conditions, it can reduce local variation, prevent local adaptive differentiation, and reduce fitness through outbreeding depression. The role that intraspecific gene flow should play in in situ conservation management plans depends largely on the role it has played in recent evolutionary history of the species at risk. The primary concern occurs when gene flow has changed substantially; the general goal of plant conservation genetic management should be to maintain gene flow at levels that are roughly the same as historic levels.
How are plant conservation managers going to determine historic and current levels of gene flow? Order of magnitude historic levels of gene flow can be estimated from allele frequency data using the same formula we used to estimate Nm above (24) . Because this estimator takes several generations to reach evolutionary equilibrium (97, 112) , it should be a reasonable estimate of the historic levels of gene flow in many sensitive plant taxa prior to current conditions. For most perennials (and annuals with a long-term seed bank), it should give an adequate picture of gene flow over the last hundred years. The crude value obtained will suffice to assign the species at risk into the category of historically high or low gene flow.
Once species are assigned into such categories, determining whether gene flow has changed dramatically and in a direction to pose a new hazard will largely be a matter of common sense. For a taxon with historically high gene flow levels (Nm > 0.5), a sharp drop in gene flow due to habitat fragmentation or loss of pollinators may lead to problems that can be solved by gene flow augmentation. Former gene flow levels could be approximated by transplantation, by transport of seeds or spores, or by cross-pollination among populations. The transfer of a few successful genomes per generation per population will be sufficient to maintain gene flow at the historical order of magnitude. For most perennials, gene flow augmentation once every two decades would probably suffice. Furthermore, because species with histories of high gene flow have generally had little opportunity for differentiation, the geographic source of the immigration material will be largely irrelevant as long as the introduced material is not highly monomorphic or arriving from a distance great enough to cause outbreeding depression. No gene flow enhancement will be necessary for populations with historically high gene flow where gene flow levels have not changed or increased; if gene flow is augmented, it would generally have no effect but would be a waste of effort.
For a taxon with historically low gene flow levels (Nm < 0.5), unchanged gene flow levels or increased isolation of the populations will have little effect on its population genetics. But if disturbance acts to increase gene flow for such a taxon, then gene flow may be deleterious because of the possibility of outbreeding depression. The impact of outbreeding depression varies with m, the fraction of immigrants introduced by gene flow. As population size decreases relative to a constant number of immigrants, the risk of outbreeding depression increases. Gene flow at the level of 1% or less will be of little concern; gene flow at rates of 10% or more may have a substantial impact on fitness. In such cases, management must include reducing gene flow. The specific solution will depend on why gene flow levels have increased.
Increased gene flow is most likely to arise in three situations: (i) if disturbance reduces the size of a population so that the fraction of seeds sired by immigrant pollen increases or the fraction of immigrant seed increases, (ii) if a common subspecies or race (particularly a weedy one) dramatically expands its range and becomes parapatric or sympatric with a rare subspecies or race, or (iii) if misguided conservation management efforts include transplantation to enhance gene flow or population size.
In the first case, reducing gene flow may be difficult. Management of pollinators or flowering times are potential solutions. Planting alternate hosts for the pollinators around the population may prove effective in intercepting immigrant pollen. Such "guard rows" or "barrier rows" are generally effective in preventing pollen from entering crop breeding blocks and seed production fields (see 36) . Fortunately, the first case will probably be relatively rare.
In the second case, reducing gene flow requires a straightforward, if sometimes costly, solution-local eradication of the common relative of the taxon at risk. Eradication may be desirable also because the relative may be weedy enough to pose a competitive threat to the taxon at risk or other sensitive species in the region.
The third case is most likely and potentially most troublesome. Transplantation is often cited as a management solution to bring populations up to minimum viable size or to enhance local genetic diversity (references in 30). If the transplanted material comes from a population that has differentiated from the local population, the expression of outbreeding depression upon mating will be immediate and has the potential to be severe. Outbreeding depression is well-known as a problem in animal conservation genetics (106) and, in the case of reintroduced populations, "can be severe enough to increase chances of extinction greatly for a few generations" (95) . Outbreeding depression created by conservation management has already caused the extinction of an animal population (Capra ibex ibex, 107). Additionally, large transplantation projects often have other drawbacks (30) . If evidence suggests that outbreeding depression will occur after transplantation, and if the number of transplants exceeds 10% of the current population size, the immediate problems accrued to the population would far outweigh the possible long-term benefits from increasing population size and/or genetic diversity. If no data are available, and transplantation is desirable, no more than a few transplants (no more than 1% of the extant population) would both minimize the impact of possible outbreeding depression and suffice to enhance genetic diversity.
The benefits and problems of gene flow should be addressed in any plant conservation management plan. Identification of most intraspecific gene flow problems or their amelioration should be straightforward. In most cases, recognition and consideration of gene flow as a potential hazard by plant conservation decision-makers will prevent future problems such as costly, unnecessary, and potentially problematic transplantation projects.
Interspecific Gene Flow
Interspecific gene flow occurs by hybridization and introgression (repeated backcrossing of a hybrid to one or both parental types-42). "Hybridization is a frequent and important component of plant evolution and speciation" (90) . Perhaps more than 70% of plant species are descended from hybrids (42) . Furthermore, natural interspecific and intergeneric hybridization are common in plants; well-studied examples number over 1000 (42, 102) , and putative examples number in the tens of thousands (59) .
The role of interspecific gene flow on plant conservation biology may be important when a population of a sensitive species and a population of partially or fully compatible relatives are close enough for substantial mating to occur (25) . Despite the importance of hybridization and its prevalence in natural plant populations, reviews on plant conservation genetics rarely address interspecific gene flow (but see 89) .
Is this neglect from the fact that interspecific gene flow in endangered species is so rare as to play an insignificant role in plant conservation genetics? To answer this question, we used the RAREFIND (17) database and others to identify California's sensitive plant taxa with high potential for interspecific gene flow-those that are either hybridizing with more common taxa or are sympatric with congeners.
Removing situations of taxonomic ambiguity, we found 22 sensitive taxa (ca. 3%) involved in probable or documented hybridization with more common relatives (list available from authors). This list may be a significant underestimate of their numbers. Biologists submitting data on rare species might overlook hybridization. Also, conservation biologists might avoid mentioning hybridization because they recognize that sensitive species in-volved in natural hybridization may fail to receive protection under strict interpretation of the "Hybrid Policy" of the US Endangered Species Act of 1973 (81) .
As of late 1992, RAREFIND provided data on 743 (out of 1600+) sensitive plant taxa; 142 were locally sympatric with congeners. Therefore, interspecific mating is likely for over 19% of California's sensitive flora in the database, and hybrid swarms are known for about 3%. We also surveyed the 93 protected plant species of the British Isles (103) and found 9 (10%) that naturally hybridize with more common species. In California and the British Isles opportunities for interspecific gene flow are common enough to warrant consideration as a factor in plant conservation management. (For information on the conservation status of hybrids, see 81, 89.) EFFECTS ON GENETIC DIVERSITY AND FITNESS Interspecific mating between a sensitive species and a common one will have one of two consequences relevant to conservation biology. If hybrid progeny and progeny from advanced hybridization are vigorous and fertile, then the species is at risk from genetic assimilation. If hybrid progeny are sterile or have reduced vigor, then the species is at risk from outbreeding depression.
Extinction from genetic assimilation occurs in the absence of selection against hybrids. The problem has been known in plants for decades. Ratcliffe (87) observed "species may be disappearing through introgression of a rare plant with a more common relative to produce hybrid swarms in which the characters of the rare species are finally swamped." Genetic assimilation has also been recognized as a conservation problem for many vertebrate species (e.g. 6, 76).
Small populations are at greater risk than large ones from genetic assimilation. As population size of the endangered species decreases relative to that of the sympatric congener, the effects of genetic assimilation become increasingly important. The situation also holds true for parapatric populations because of gene flow asymmetry discussed above.
Outbreeding depression is the other conservation problem associated with interspecific mating. Depending on the species involved, hybridization can drastically reduce a plant's maternal fitness. Decreased fitness can be manifest early as reduced seed set. The cost can be substantial. For example, crosses within species of Gilia subsection Arachnion result in few or no aborted seeds, but crosses among species typically result in seed abortion rates of 50% or more (41, 43) . The dramatic fitness consequences of outbreeding depression may account for occasional reports of unusually low seed set when an endangered species is sympatric with a common relative (17) .
Decreased fitness can also be manifest by the production of sterile or weak hybrid progeny. For example, over 75% of the naturally occurring hybrids of the British Isles are fully or mostly sterile (102) . Even if hybrid progeny are not sterile, if the parents are well-differentiated ecologically, their offspring might be able to grow and reproduce only in rare, intermediate microsites (2) . As in the case of intraspecific outbreeding depression, the frequency of outbreeding depression from interspecific mating is expected to increase as the size of the population in question decreases. Almost one out of five of Califomnia's sensitive flora have one or more populations sympatric with a congener. Many populations at risk have sizes smaller than 100 individuals (17) so that pollen flow from a sympatric relative could have a substantial impact on plant fecundity. IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSERVATION Problems from interspecific gene flow will probably occur in only a fraction of the cases where a sensitive species is sympatric with a congener. Interspecific gene flow may be obvious by the presence of hybrids of intermediate morphology. If morphological traits are unreliable, hybridization may be confirmed by biochemical genetic methods (70, 91) . If no hybrids are present, it should still be relatively easy to identify high risk situations.
First, species at risk must be sympatric with a congener for intermating to occur. While congeners could be native species, they could also be weeds, crops, or other domesticated plants (25) . For example, a major threat to many endangered sunflower (Helianthus) species is hybridization with the weedy annual sunflower, H. annuus, which has dramatically expanded its range following human disturbance (92) . Also, hybridization with domesticated species has been implicated in the extinction of at least six wild species (e.g. 98) . In California, the rare Juglans hindsii is at risk of extinction by hybridization with cultivated walnut, J. regia (73) .
Second, substantial intermating must occur. Intermating rates of 10% or more are probably sufficient to be detrimental. Pollen transfer rates can be crudely estimated based on knowledge of the distance between the congeners, their breeding systems, their phenologies, and their pollinators. Distance alone might be sufficient to keep the populations isolated. Generally, 50 m is sufficient to isolate a population if it is highly selfing (i.e. with typical outcrossing rates of < 10%) (28) . But populations with high outcrossing rates (i.e. self-incompatible or dioecious species) require 500 m or more (28) . Other types of prezygotic reproductive isolation are much more effective. For example, plants that flower in different seasons are highly isolated, as are those that do not share pollinators (67) .
Even if pollen transfer occurs, intermating might not occur if the species are cross-incompatible (67) . If pollen transfer is apparently substantial and cross-compatibility is unknown, simple cross-pollination experiments should determine whether pollen tubes are arrested in the pistil (cross-incompatibility), fertilization occurs but a substantial fraction of seeds are aborted (outbreeding depression), or hybrids are produced (genetic assimilation).
Third, both the relative and absolute size of the population at risk will determine the impact of interspecific gene flow. High risk situations will occur when the congener is numerically superior to the vulnerable population. The difference may be functionally magnified if the congener population is reproductively more vigorous than the vulnerable population in terms of pollen production or pollen export (25) . Also, when the vulnerable population becomes small enough for demographic stochasticity to become important (approximately 50 or less; 75), chance events may play a role in the relative frequency of interspecific mating.
If the evidence suggests a high risk of interspecific gene flow, then management steps must be swift and sure because of the speed at which genetic assimilation can occur and because of the substantial fitness losses accrued from outbreeding depression. Eradication of the gene flow source and/or transplantation are the only solutions for the problem (89) . For example, Rieseberg et al (91) used isozymes to confirm hybridization in the world's only population of Cercocarpus traskiae. They suggested that a sympatric individual of C. betuloides be removed and that "cuttings representing the five 'pure' C. traskiae trees be transplanted to other areas ... where the risk of hybridization is minimal." In certain cases, it may also be necessary to eliminate all hybrid or introgressed individuals. That decision should be based on the ecological and genetic consequences of that action. In the case of C. traskiae above, removal of all hybrids would remove a substantial portion of the global population of the species and a substantial portion of its genetic variation (89).
SUMMARY
We have identified circumstances that put rare plant species and small populations at genetic risk. Although not all rare plants are at genetic risk, it will occur commonly enough to be of concern to conservation managers. Changes in factors such as population size, degree of isolation, and fitness are warning signs that populations may be vulnerable. Managers may be able to use pre-existing data to determine whether such changes have occurred, but additional experimental or descriptive evidence may be necessary to make a determination. When such data suggest that populations are likely to be at risk, mitigation measures may be straightforward and simple. We see our work as a first attempt to bring population genetic principles into a context for application by plant conservation managers.
